
The Muddy Oar
“A unique combination of flooring helps to create a playful yet elegant 

nautical-themed bar perfect for its holiday park location” 
– Anthony Bishop, lead designer at Design at Source. 



 Lansdown LANS-02 |  Reclaimed Chestnut RPL-EW21



Situated in the centre of Stratford Parks, 
a holiday home complex just outside 

Stratford-Upon-Avon, The Muddy Oar has 
been refurbished in a quirky nautical style. 
With picturesque views to the River Avon 
and beyond, the venue offers a luxurious 

spot for the holiday park’s guests to 
socialise and relax.

Hospitality interior experts, Design at Source 
have styled a luxurious contemporary 
interior that reflects the history of the 

riverside location with an idiosyncratic yet 
tastefully restrained nautical theme. A range 

of Karndean flooring designs bring an 
authentic rustic style with a modern twist, 
complementing the wood structure of the 
building and highlighting different seating 

and activity zones.



Client:

Avon Estates Ltd

Interior and Branding Designer:

Design at Source

Area:

120m2

Products:

Cambric CER20

Aged Oak KP98

Main and Flooring Contractor: 

Whitebox Interiors

Hospitality & Leisure

Products:

Lansdown LANS-02

Reclaimed Chestnut RPL-EW21
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With a reputation for creative solutions in leisure and hospitality spaces, the Design at Source team 
has created a classically designed space with a modern twist. 

“The all-day experience of the new bar environment offered a very difficult balancing act that 
required a lot of experience,” explained Anthony Bishop of Design at Source. “The tasteful nautical 

design has created a flexible interior suitable for early morning coffee through to late evening 
cocktails, while the Karndean flooring design and lighting help to anchor the different space pockets.” 

The distinctive décor of the lounge bar reflects the riverside building’s timber ribbed ceiling and 
porthole windows. Featuring modern industrial aspects, the interior combines eclectic metal and 

wood furnishings with a rich teal colour palette, luxury velvet and leather upholstery, nautical 
inspired memorabilia and historic riverside photographs.

The space includes a range of flexible seating options, from cosy nooks to communal bench 
tables, with a unique blend of Karndean flooring. Offering individual style and visual interest, the 

combination of flooring designs effectively divides the large open plan space to create a warm and 
welcoming atmosphere. 

Intimate seating areas are defined with rich toned Knight Tile Aged Oak flooring laid in herringbone 
pattern. Identifying the bar area, the grey monochrome geometric pattern of Lansdown from the 

Heritage Collection clearly delineates the busy activity zone. Alongside the bar, a central social 
space with bench seating has been given a rustic feel with Art Select Reclaimed Chestnut, featuring 

a characterful design and authentic random plank layout. 

The hard-wearing surface and easy maintenance of Karndean flooring ensures that this bespoke 
design offers not only a sophisticated look but also a practical surface that is ideal for the high 

footfall of a hospitality venue and will look great for years to come.



Heritage Collection Technical Information
Thickness: 2.5 mm

Wear Layer: 0.55mm

Bevel: Micro

Guarantee: 15 Years

Slip Resistance/Result:  

Visit our website for full technical information

View the full technical data sheet

Product Specified

The following products were used to create this bespoke look:  
Lansdown LANS-02
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Lansdown LANS-02
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Range
Commercial  
Guarantee

Bevelled  
Edge

Plank Size 
(mm)

Tile Size (mm)
Thickness 

(mm)
Wear Layer 

(mm)

20 years Standard

228 x 76 
915 x 152 
1219 x 178 

114 x 114 / 305 x 76 
1420 x 228
457 x 76

114, 152 and 228 
widths in various 

lengths 

406 x 406 
457 x 610 
915 x 915
152 x 915 

3 0.7

20 years Standard 915 x 76 
406 x 406 
305 x 457 

3 0.7

10 years No
915 x 102 
915 x 152 
457 x 76

305 x 305 
305 x 457 

2 0.3

Products Specified

The following products were used to create this bespoke look:  
Art Select Reclaimed Chestnut RPL-EW21, Da Vinci Cambric CER20, 

Knight Tile Aged Oak KP98
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Get inspired

Create a similiar look to The Muddy Oar in your next commercial project.

Clifton
CLIF-01

Thickness: 2.5 mm

Wear Layer: 0.55 mm
Bevel: Micro

Size: Custom

Guarantee: 15 Years

Slip Resistance/Result:
Visit our website for full 
technical information.

Walnut
VGW87T

Thickness: 3.0 mm

Wear Layer: 0.55 mm

Bevel: Micro

Size: 1219 mm x 178 mm

Guarantee: 15 Years

Slip Resistance/Result:

DIN 51130 - R10

Urbus
SP213

Thickness: 2.5 mm

Wear Layer: 0.55 mm

Bevel: Micro

Size: 457 mm x 610 mm

Guarantee: 15 Years

Slip Resistance/Result: 
DIN 51130 - R10

Cubix
KAL03

Guarantee: 20 Years

With over 100 different 
colours to choose from, 

the precise technical 
specification for your 
Kaleidoscope product 

will depend on your final 
selection. Please contact 

Karndean for further 
details.

Mid Brushed Oak
KP102

Thickness: 2.0 mm

Wear Layer: 0.3 mm

Bevel: No

Size: 915 mm x 152 mm

Guarantee: 10 Years

Slip Resistance/Result: 
DIN 51130 - R10
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Add interest and contrast with 
our block colours.
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Housebuild

Education

Floorstyle
Try our interactive room viewer, 
Floorstyle, which lets you view 

our wide range of floors in typical 
commercial settings.

OfficeHealthcare

Download our AR App that lets you see 
how any Karndean floor would look in 

any setting.

KD5256UK

Keep up to date
Follow, Like and Subscribe

Download our 
commercial brochure  >

Gluedown

Our gluedown ranges offer our widest choice of colours 

and formats. Features such as textured emboss or our 

premium handscraped finish, wide bevels or flat edges 

make each range unique to Karndean Designflooring.

We offer a wide selection of sizes: from the 228 x 76mm planks 

of Art Select parquet to the extra large 1219 x 228mm planks in 

the Opus range. Plus, tiles ranging from 305 x 305mm squares 

in Knight Tile to Opus’s large 457 x 610mm.

Loose lay

Karndean LooseLay features our K-Wave friction grip 

backing which helps hold the product to the subfloor 

without adhesive, making it quick and easy to install. Ideal 

for underfloor access panels and temporary roomsets, 

each plank can be lifted individually where required.

Karndean LooseLay | 1050 x 250mm, 500 x 610mm

Karndean LooseLay Longboard | 1500 x 250mm

Rigid core

Korlok, our rigid core range, is ideal for installations 

where acoustics, uneven subfloors or preservation of 

existing hard floors need to be considered. Its click-

locking mechanism allows for quick installation and the 

pre-attached backing eliminates the need for a separate 

underlayment.

Korlok | 1420 x 225mm

Clear PVC Embossed 

Wear Layer

Stability 

Layer

Backing Layer

K-Guard+ Surface 

Protection

High Definition 

Photographic Layer

Clear PVC Embossed 

Wear Layer

Stability 

Layer

K-Wave Friction 

Grip Backing

K-Guard+ Surface 

Protection

High Definition 

Photographic Layer

2GTM Locking 

Mechanism

Stability 

Layer

K-Guard+ Surface 

Protection

Clear PVC Embossed 

Wear Layer

High Definition 

Photographic Layer

Acoustic 

Backing
K-Core

5G® Locking 

Mechanism

Our product formats

We offer three types of product: 

gluedown, loose lay and rigid core.
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Quality and service 

Our Distribution Centre is one of our greatest assets. Working 24 hours a day, we move hundreds of pallets in and out 

of the facility. Carrying in excess of 12,000 pallets, we pride ourselves on our 99.9% stock holding capability to ensure 

the product you order is delivered in full and on time.

In addition to the regular daily despatch of products to our customers, we operate a full next day samples service. 

This can include swatch samples, full size planks or tiles, and supporting marketing material such as brochures and 

product selectors. 

All of our products are manufactured to ISO 9001. In addition to this, our robust quality control mechanisms ensure 

that our products reach their final destination in top condition. We also have a highly experienced technical service 

team who are at hand to support you through the specification, installation and maintenance of your chosen design. 

For more information on how to order your sample today, contact your local commercial specification manager or 

call our customer service team on:

Tel: 01386 820200

Tel: (ROI) 01 6569884 

Email: commercial@karndean.co.uk

Website: karndean.com 
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